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Lunar dust environment From classical solutions to compliant mechanisms Topology optimization

Lunar dust poses a threat to sustainable surface operations and dust mitigation is a critical 
a critical exploration technology. This is due to the following reasons:  

 

• The surface of the Moon is covered with 
fine regolith dust with sharp edges. 

• The smallest particles can enter gaps, 
clearances and backlashes that are 
exposed to this dusty environment. 

• Such dust accumulation can jam the 
rigid body mechanisms -the key 
elements of most of the hardware. 
Agglutinate glass particles from soil 
 

Electrostatic phenomena present 
on the Moon cause its day side to 
acquire a positive charge and 
negative charge of the night side. 
This causes spontaneous dust 
ejection in the terminator areas 
and enables the dust to coat the 
hardware. 
The hardware surfaces usually 
acquire a different electrostatic 
potential than the dust particles. 
This has significant effect on the 
adhesion of Lunar dust equipment 
surfaces.  Figure 2. Lunar dust ejection mechanisms. Sheath colours: yellow 

– “photoelectron sheath”, blue “Debye sheath”, pink terminators. 

Figure 1. Agglutinate glass particles from soil 
sample 10084 collected during Apollo 11 mission. 

Credit: NASA. 

Apollo hardware problems

“ I think dust is probably one of our greatest inhibitors to a nominal 

operation on the Moon. I think we can overcome other physiological 

or physical or mechanical problems except dust.”  

~04/01/1973, Gene Cernan during Apollo 17 Technical Crew Debriefing 

 

This opinion is based on Cernan’s experience from extravehicular activities on the Moon. 

Typical hardware problems that astronauts experienced are as follows: 

• dust coating and contamination 

• loss of traction 

• clogging of mechanisms 

• jamming of mechanisms 

• abrasion 

• thermal control problems 

• seal failures 

• false instrument readings

In this work we focus on mechanisms related damage that is cause by the abrasive nature 

of the dust and its ability to penetrate the seals. 

To avoid dust related problems, we propose to avoid usage of rigid body mechanisms. 

We propose to use compliant mechanisms instead. These mechanisms are often designed 

as monolithic pieces and fulfil their kinematic function by elastic deformation. 

Compliant mechanisms have multiple advantages, including: 

• no inter-element friction: reduced wear, no 

need for lubrication 

• construction as monolithic pieces: no 

assembly required, potential mass reduction 

• lack of backlashes: potential for high 

precision applications 

• wide selection of materials given design 

appropriate for the material 

• elastic energy storage: compliant 

mechanisms can store energy to co back to their 

initial undeflected state. 

Designing compliant mechanisms can be unintuitive and requires some additional 

creative effort. Different approaches to the design method are listed in figure 3.  

 

 

Most popular analitycal methods of designing 

compliant mechanisms take original rigid body 

design and replace its hinges with flexures – 

example visible in figure 4.  Alternative to using 

analytical methods is topology optimization. 

 

 
Figure 4. Example of analytical design of gripper 

(left), based on the rigidbody design (right). 

Figure 2. Examples of complaint hinges.  

Topology optimisation is a popular design method for static structures. It finds optimum 

material distribution for given boundary conditions. 

 

Topology optimization of compliant mechanisms is still an emerging technology. 

Nevertheless, it has strong advantages, including:  

• potential of easing the design process - going straight into 

synthesis of completely new designs without initial rigid 

body designs like in analytical methods 

• volume and mass reduction 

• using best material distribution for a given objective 

In table 1 we present an 

example of compliant 

force inverter. The design 

domain for this problem is 

visible in the figure 6. We 

used three MATLAB scripts 

available in the literature 

to synthesize the inverters. 

We also run Finite Element 

Analysis to access the 

stress distribution and 

output displacement of 

the mechanisms. Figure 7 

presents an example of 

intermediate steps in topology optimization process. More examples of topologies that 

we obtained can be found in our paper. 

Figure 7. Intermediate steps of topology optimization (using Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization method). 

Figure 6. Force inverter 
design domain. 

Table 1. Force inverter topology optimization with FEA presenting stress 
distribution and displacement. 

Figure 5. Topology optimized bridge under distributed loading. Left: initial material distribution, intermediate 
designs, and final topology on the right. 

Conclusions

• Lunar dust poses a challenge for hardware operations on the Moon. 
 

• This problem can be addressed on the design level by introducing compliant 

mechanisms where possible. 
 

• Topology optimization can enhance the usage of compliant mechanisms and promote 

additional benefits like mass reduction. 
 

• Using commercial software packages for topology optimization of compliant 

mechanisms, for now, may pose a challenge. Topology optimization scripts developed 

by academia can be suitable solutions. 

 


